carpet cleaning quick guide
TO BETTER SERVE YOUR CARPET CLEANING NEEDS

quick dry
cleaning
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cleaning
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cleaning
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Treatment

Process Includes:
Treatment

standard carpet shampoo cleaning

Lightly soiled carpets ONLY.

Enzyme based encapsulator is
injected into the carpet fibers with a
buffer unit using a commercial carpet
scrubber.

Cleaning

Dirt is scrubbed loose from the fibers
while the encapsulates are evenly
distributed over the carpet.

Finishing

During the drying process the
encapsulator surrounds and traps dirt.
After drying, client vacuums treated
carpet. This will pick up encapsulated
dirt leaving 20% of the encapsulate in
the carpet to continue cleaning for up
to six months.

Price: .20¢/sq.

ft.

Additional special treatment
services available* (If Needed)

industry standard carpet cleaning

Lightly to medium soiled carpets.

Pre-conditioner: cleaning treatment
with an upgraded enzyme based
surfactant.
Pre-conditioner remains for 10
minutes or more to emulsify dirt.

Cleaning

Carpet steaming with industrial
titanium six jet carpet wand with
400 psi of hot steam to loosen dirt.
Extraction of dirt and chemical with
25 horse power truck-mounted unit.

Finishing

Carpet grooming with self grooming
titanium wand.

Price: .25¢/sq.

ft.

Additional special treatment
services available* (If Needed)

elite restoration carpet cleaning

Heavily to extremely soiled carpets.

Pre-conditioner: cleaning treatment
with an upgraded enzyme based
surfactant. PLUS dry peroxide
surfactant and acidic (citric) boost
additives.
10-20 times the amount of
pre-conditioning is applied.
Pre-conditioner remains for 10
minutes or more to emulsify dirt.

Cleaning

Carpet scrubbing at 250 revolutions
per minute.
Carpet rinse: 600 psi of hot steam
is shot into the carpet at 750
revolutions per minute while vacuum
jets simultaneously remove the dirt
and pre-conditioning.

Finishing

Carpet grooming with Rotovac 360™.

Price: .50¢/sq.

ft.

additional special treatment
services available* (If Needed)

*special treatments
for carpets:
Available at an additional fee

Pet Treatments/Urine...............$45 & up

Sanitizers........................................10¢/sq.ft.

Red Stain Removal.........Ask Technician

Extra Chemical Boosts.............10¢/sq.ft.

Carpet Protection.......................10¢/sq.ft.

Green Products........................... Included
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ASK US ABOUT: Tile & Grout Cleaning, Upholstery Cleaning, Air Duct Cleaning and Our Commercial Services.

